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Keep your pets calm tdiotic drivers

among the fireworks are the issue
Sharon Bolt - dog
behaviour expert
REMEMBER, remember theSth of November-
it's a time dog owners dread and never forget.

With Bonfire Night fast approaching it is a
nightmare time of year for so many dog own-
ers. Of course the main problem is that a lot of
displays start before the fifth and continue
long into the New Year.

So what should people do?
Contact your local council and ask for

details of local firework displays so that you
can be fully prepared.

Ensure that your dog wears a collar and ID
tag and their microchip details are up to date
just in case they panic and manage to escape.

Try using distracting techniques, such as
turning on a TV or put on a radio with classical
or soothing music to help drown out firework
no$es.

Do not leave your dog alone at home and
never try to force them to face their fears by
making them watch a firework display, as this
could be traumatic and increase fear.

Ensure your dog is well exercised both phys-
ically and mentally so they are tired. Feed them
a few hours before the event and ensure they
have access to fresh water. Plan the last walk or
toilet break just before it gets dark, this is
likely to be the last toilet outing of the day.

Create a familiar safe place or den for them
to go during fireworks. This could be a crate, a
wardrobe or even under a bed;

Close all windows and curtains so it helps
defuse the firework noise and helps block out
the flrework lights.

You can also buy a CD with firework noises
on to help desensitise your dog to loud bangs or
download these noises from the internet. You
start by playingthe noise at a lowvolume while
doing somethingthatthey like, such as playing
with a ball or giving them treats. This wilL cre-
ate a positive association. You gradually
increase the volume until your dog adjusts to
the noise without showing fear or arxiety.

There are also alternative remedies, and
although not a guarantee, can help in some

cases. Bach Rescue Remedy for pets is an emer-
gency solution which consists of five natural
solutions to help calm and reassure pets. It
works by restoring emotional balance when-
ever they are under stress.

Skullcap and Valerian are licensed herbal
medicines which are used to relieve stress,
nervousness, over excitability and travel sick-
ness in dogs (and cats).

Some homeopathic remedies arb also
reported to be helpful, such as aconite which
works with dogs that have been frightened
badly particularly by thunder, borax which
works for dogs frightened by suddennoises and
Gelesium for fear and anxietv from loud
sounds and for trembling and shiking.

Dog Appeasing Pheromone is another alter-
native, and can be purchased either as a plug
in, collar or spray. The pheromone mimics the
pheromone produced by lactating mothers
which gives comfort to her puppies and helps
reassure and cahn arxious dogs in stressful sit-
uations.

Thundershirt is a coat or vest that is put on
a dog, and claims to help calm and comfort
them. It is thought the gentle pressure applied
by the Thundershirt has a calming effeat on
the nervous system and reduces symptoms of
stress and arxiety.

During fireworks the best thing you can do
for your dog is to act as if nothing is happening,
that you are not upset about the firewoiks and
do not over-react if they become agitated.

Jonathan Jones -
journalism student

A LOT has been
written about
cyclists this week.
With police chiefs
contemplatingbicy-
cle numberplates to

dangerous

I do not t,.ink
they are the rbal
issue.

As a man who
has never learnt to
rideabikelam
unlikely to be
accused of bias
towards cyclists.

But in my experience the biggest danger
on the roads are the cars that are stuck
behind them.

As I drove home from work the other day
I was nearly hit by another car attempting
to overtake a cyclist.

There was nothing behind me. There
was no reason for him to overtake until
after I had passed.

Yet the impatient driver (stronger words
were used at the time) decided they were
too important to wait and came veering
onto my side of the road, forcing me to
swerve in order to avoid a collision..

This is not the first time this has hap-
pened either.

As well as this, drivers are also overtak-
ing cyclists a lot closer to them than they
should.

When my girlfriend or I are driving, one
of our biggest pet hates is cars that over-
take cyclists without giving them a lot of
room. Why do they do it? What does this
achieve? If there is not enough room to
give them a wide berth then wait.

Yes I understand cyclists are a pain on
the road and no driver has ever been
pleased to be stuck behind one, but there is
no need for idiotic driving. You're not that
important.

stop
cyclists.


